


Genetic Disorders 

n  Cytogenetic Disorders 
  chromosomal abnormalities 

 
 

n  Single Gene Disorders 

  Classical (Mendelian) inheritance 
  Non-classical inheritance 

   Mitochondrial genes 
   Trinucleotide repeats  

   Genetic imprinting 



A mutation may be defined as a permanent change 
in the DNA and frequently has a deleterious effect: 

• Mutations that affect the germ cells are 
transmitted to the progeny and may give rise to 
inherited diseases.  

• Mutations that occur in somatic cells are 
important in the genesis of cancers and some 
congenital malformations. 



•  Analisi genomica su base 
morfologica, con la finalità di 
studiare l’assetto cromosomico delle 
cellule e definirne il “cariotipo”. 

•  Il cariotipo è l’insieme dei cromosomi, 
caratteristico per numero e 
morfologia,  della specie alla quale il 
genoma appartiene. 

Citogenetica 



La standardizzazione internazionale della nomenclatura dei cromosomi umani inizia nel 
1960 con la conferenza di Denver, ultimo aggiornamento nel 2016 (ISCN 2016), identifica 
ciascuna banda e sottobanda cromosomica in 400, 550 ed 850 bande.

               Bandeggio GTG  

                    ISCN 
   (International System for human       

Cytogenomic Nomenclature) 
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Ideogramma del cariotipo umano 



GRUPPO 
 

CROMOSOMI 
 

CARATTERISTICHE 
 

A 
 

1, 2, 3 
 

Cromosomi grandi con centromeri in posizione mediana. 
 B 

 
4, 5 
 

Cromosomi grandi con centromeri sub-mediani. 
 C 

 
6, 7, 8, 9, 10,11,12 

 
Cromosomi di media grandezza con centromeri sub-mediani 

 D 
 

13, 14, 15 
 

Cromosomi di media grandezza con centromeri terminali. 
 E 

 
16, 17, 18 

 
Cromosomi piccoli con centromeri mediani e sub-mediani. 

 F 
 

19, 20 
 

Cromosomi piccoli con centromeri mediani. 
 G 

 
21, 22 

 
Cromosomi molto piccoli e acrocentrici. 
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Varianti cromosomiche 



THE WAY TO MOLECULAR KARYOTYPE 



Fluoresence In Situ Hybridization 
(FISH) 

§ Fluorescent molecules paint 
chromosomes to detect 
abnormalities 

§ Labeled probes hybridize to 
complementary DNA   

§ Three types of probes: locus 
specific, centromeric repeat, 
whole chromosome 

 



Metaphase   FISH 

Detect microdeletions beyond resolution of 
routine cytogenetics  
 
Determine a simple deletion or a subtle or 
complex rearrangement 
 
Detect specific rearrangements in certain 
cancers 
  
Number of microdeletion syndromes diagnosed 
by FISH is expanding rapidly 
 
Probe may be specific for the gene as in Williams 
Syndrome a deletion has been shown in the 
elastin gene in 96% of individuals with a firm 
diagnosis.  
 



Interphase  FISH 

Determine the chromosomes number  
Detects specific rearrangements in certain cancers 
Advantage is that it is rapid 
 
Aneuploid Screen on amniotic fluid cells 
     Nuclei denatured and hybridized with probes for 

chromosomes 13, 18, 21, X, and Y and results 
usually obtained within 24 hours 

 
Extensive work-up in PND to determine the level  
of a mosaic trisomy  
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der 4 

der 1 
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Locus specific Probe 

Chromosome specific 
Probe (painting FISH) 

Centromeric 
Probe 



  Array CGH method 

gain          loss 



COMPARATIVE 
GENOMIC 

HYBRIDISATION 
(molecular karyotype) 

Current cytogenetic genome screen - karyotyping  
- even the best has low resolution (5MB) 

 

FISH –  better resolution (3MB), but only targeted 
regions 

 

Chromosomal Micro-Array (CMA) - struggle with 
larger sized fragments and whole genome 
analysis 

 



- Meiosis begins by 
replicating the chromosomes: 
the number of chromosomes 
doubles. 
 
- During the first meiotic 
division the homologous 
chromosomes pair and 
crossing-over can occur  
 
- At the end of the first 
meiotic division the 
homologous chromosomes 
segregate  
  
- At the end of the second 
meiotic division, the sister 
chromatids separate forming 
the gametes with 23 
chromosomes 



•  Meiosis results in genetic variation by shuffling of 
maternal and paternal chromosomes by a random 
assortment and eventually by crossing over. 

 

•  Crossing-over and random assortment lead to new 
combinations of DNA.  

 
•  No daughter cells formed during meiosis are 

genetically identical to either mother or father. 
  
•  During sexual reproduction, fusion of gametes 

containing a unique haploid assortment of 
chromosomes produces truly unique offspring. 

        



50% of 
normal 
gametes 

50% of 
aneuploid 
gametes 

100% of 
aneuploid 
gametes 



Constitutional kariotype analysis 
 
- post natal 
  BLOOD SAMPLE 
 
 
- pre natal 
  AMNIOCYTES 
  CORIONIC VILLUS 
  FOETAL BLOOD 



ANOMALIE  CROMOSOMICHE 

 

-  Di numero (aneuploidie) 

Triploidie  

Tetraploidie 

Trisomie 

Monosomie 

Mosaicismi 

- Di struttura 

Traslocazioni 

Inversioni 

Delezioni 

Duplicazioni 

Ring (cromosomi ad anello) 



Numerical abnormalities 

     
z  The category of chromosome changes which involve the 

addition or loss of complete sets of chromosomes. 

•  triploidy  
z  The possession of one complete extra set of 

chromosomes. 
z  Usually caused by polyspermy, the fertilisation of an egg 

by more than one sperm. 
z  Such embryos will usually spontaneously abort. 

•  tetraploidy  
z  Usually the result of a failure of the first zygotic division. 

It is also lethal to the embryo. 
z  Any other cell division may also fail to complete properly 

and in consequence a very small proportion of tetraploid 
cells can sometimes be found in normal individuals. 



                          Triploidia  
 
Frequenza alla nascita = 1/10.000 
Frequenza negli aborti = 1/14 

Cariotipo 69,XXY 57% 

Cariotipo 69,XXX 40% 

Cariotipo 69,XYY 3% 

Numerical abnormalities 



 

•  MONOSOMIES  
 

z  All autosomal monosomies are lethal in very early 
embryogenesis. They do not even feature in the table 
of frequencies which follows because they abort too 
early even to be recognised as a conception.  

 
•  TRISOMIES 

ANEUPLOIDY 
 
The category of chromosome changes which do not involve 
whole sets. It is usually the consequence of a failure of a 
single chromosome (or bivalent) to complete division. 
 

       Numerical abnormalities 



An individual with more than one 
cytogenetically-distinct population of cells 
 
The fraction each genotype is variable 
 
Large proportion of abnormal cells will 
manifest disease 
  
Small number of normal cells may prevent 
or reduce disease 

 

MOSAIC 

       Numerical abnormalities 





          Down syndrome, trisomy 21 
 
 

z  Most cases arise from non disjunction in the first meiotic 
division, the father contributing the extra chromosome in 15% 
of cases. 

 
z  A small proportion of cases are mosaic and these probably arise 

from a non disjunction event in an early zygotic division. 
 
z  About 4% of cases arise by inheritance of a translocation 

chromosome from a parent who is a balanced carrier. 
 
z  The symptoms include characteristic facial dysmorphism, and 

an IQ of less than 50. Down syndrome is responsible for about 
1/3 of all cases of moderate to severe mental handicap. 

Numerical abnormalities 



Incidence of Down's syndrome with increasing maternal age 
  

maternal age at CVS at birth 

20 ~1 in 750 1 in 1500 

30 ~1 in 450 1 in 900 

35 1 in 240 1 in 400 

40 1 in 110 1 in 100 

45 1 in 13 1in 30 
 

 

       Numerical abnormalities 



 Trisomy 13, Patau syndrome 
 

z  The incidence is about 1 in 5000 live births. 
z  50% of these babies die within the first month and very few 

survive beyond the first year. There are multiple dysmorphic 
features. 

z Most cases, as in Down's syndrome, involve maternal non-
disjunction. 

z  Again, a significant fraction have a parent who is a 
translocation carrier. 

   
 
 

 Trisomy 18, Edwards Syndrome 
 

z  Incidence ~1 in 3000 
z Most babies die in the first year and many within the first 

month. 

Numerical abnormalities 



       Sex chromosome aneuploidies 
 
 

    Turner syndrome 45,X 
 

z  The incidence is about 1 in 2000 female births but this is 
only the tip of the iceberg because 95% of Turner syndrome 
embryos are spontaneously aborted. 

 

z  Individuals are very short, they are usually infertile. 
Characteristic body shape changes include a broad chest 
with widely spaced nipples and may include a webbed neck. 

 

z  IQ and lifespan are unaffected. 

Numerical abnormalities 



      Klinefelter’s syndrome 47,XXY 
 

z  The incidence at birth is about 1 in 1000 males. 

z  Testes are small and fail to produce normal levels of 
testosterone which leads to breast growth (gynaecomastia) 
in about 40% of cases and to poorly developed secondary 
sexual characteristics. 

    There is no spermatogenesis. 

z  These males are taller and thinner than average and may 
have a slight reduction in IQ. Kleinfelter males lead a 
normal life. 

z  Very rarely more extreme forms of Kleinfelter's syndrome 
occur where the patient has 48, XXXY or even 49, XXXXY 
karyotype. These individuals are generally severely 
retarded. 

       Numerical abnormalities 



XXX females 
 

z About one woman in 1000 has an extra X 
chromosome. It seems to do little harm, 
individuals are fertile and do not transmit the 
extra chromosome. 

 

z They do have a reduction in IQ comparable to that 
of Kleinfelter's males. 

Numerical abnormalities 



•  Translocations 

z  In a balanced 
translocation there 
is no net gain or 
loss of 
chromosomal 
material, two 
chromosomes have 
been broken and 
rejoined in the 
wrong combination 

Structural aberrations 



Structural aberrations 





 
Traslocazioni 
inserzionali  

e 
Isocromosomi 

 
 
 
 



Structural aberrations 



     Structural aberrations 

•  Inversions 

 
z In an inversion, a 

piece of chromosome 
has been lifted out, 
turned around and 
reinserted. 

z If this includes the 
centromere then the 
inversion is termed 
pericentric. 

z If it excludes the 
centromere then it is 
a paracentric 
inversion. 



     Paracentric inversions 

     Structural aberrations 



Unbalanced rearrangements 

Deletions 

 
z  Deletions may either be either 

interstitial or terminal. 

z  If big enough to be visible a 
deletion must be removing many 
genes and will probably give rise 
to a severe phenotype 

z  An example of an interstitial 
deletion is Williams syndrome 

z  A terminal deletion involves 
the loss of material at the end of 
the short arm of chromosome 4.  
It causes “Wolf Hirschhorn” 
syndrome. 









Microdeletion Syndromes 
Currently 

 Diagnosable with FISH 

Cri-du-Chat  

Miller-Dieker Syndrome  

Smith-Magenis Syndrome  

Steroid Sulfatase Deficiency  

DiGeorge/Velo-Cardio-
Facial/CATCH-22/
Shprintzen Syndrome  

 

Kallman Syndrome  
Williams Syndrome  

Wolf-Hirschhorn  

Prader-Willi/Angelman 
Syndrome  

 





Robertsonian translocations 

Involve the acrocentric chromosomes 





NON INVASIVE PRENATAL TEST 



Fetal  and maternal cell-free DNA 
(cffDNA and cfmDNA) physiologically 

circulate in the maternal blood 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

It can be identified and isolated from 
the 10th week of pregnancy by blood 

test in the mother 

cfDNA comes from apoptotic 
cells derived from: 
 
•  Maternal Circulation 

•  Adipocytes 
•  White Blood Cells 

•  Fetal  
•  Placental cells  

(trophoblasts) in the 
maternal circulation 

 



Massively	
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COUNTING SNPs 

Differentiating NIPT Methodologies 
fcfDNA is heavily methylated and thus 

can be separated from the maternal DNA 

Lancet.	1997	Aug	16;350(9076):485-7.	
Presence	of	fetal	DNA	in	maternal	plasma	and	serum.	
Lo	YM,	Corbetta	N,	Chamberlain	PF,	Rai	V,	Sargent	IL,	Redman	CW,	Wainscoat	JS.	
Nuffield	Department	of	Clinical	Biochemistry,	John	Radcliffe	Hospital,	University	of	Oxford,	UK.	



Relative Size of 
Chromosomes 
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Chromosome	

COUNTING 



Chromo
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Chromosome 3 Chromosome 21 
Expected Amount:                20%                          80%  

Counting  chromosome-specific 
(21,13,18, X) copy numbers 

Observed Amount:             25%                          75% 



SNP = Single Nucleotide 
Polymorphism  

VERY HIGH SNP DENSITY 
REQUIRED 

•  A DNA sequence variation occurring when a single 
base pair (nucleotide)  - A, T, C, or G – is changed.  

•  These are normal genetic changes that occur in 
every person 



 

SNP approach Using the 
Buffy Coat to Sequence 

Maternal Genotype 

Buffy coat =  
Maternal DNA 

Plasma =  
Maternal + Fetal DNA 

 

SNP 
Sequencing 

SNP 
Sequencing 

Maternal 
Genotype  

Maternal + Fetal 
Genotype 

Fetal 
Genotype  Maternal 

blood 
Algorithm 

(cffDNA + cfmDNA)  FF >4% 



Aneuploidy Screening Approach:  
Observed Detection Rates 
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NIPD IN MENDELIAN 
•  Non invasive prenatal Diagnosis: 

EARLY STAGE 
•  -CFTR 

•  -BETA Thalassemia 

•  -metabolic diseases 

•  -DMD 

 
•  Bottleneck: 

•  Discriminate parents and fetus genotypes 
•  TARGET LOCUS AMPLIFICATION (TLA) or TARGETED 

REGION CAPTURE (TRC) NEEDED 



NIPD IN mendelian diseases 

and around the gene of interest to either the mutated or
wild-type allele of each parent (called phasing or haplotyp-
ing) is thus critical, as the resulting haplotype will yield a
high number of informative variants that can be used as a
proxy for either the disease or the healthy allele in cfDNA.
Identification of many such allele-distinguishing variants,
coupled with higher fetal fraction, allows for more robust
assessment of the inherited allele in the fetus. Since it is a

priori unknown how small the fetal fraction will be, a high
number of heterozygous variants must be phased to either
the disease-linked or wild-type allele. The sequencing and
counting of these variants in cfDNA fragments from the
pregnantmother then helps determinewhich of the two al-
leles is overrepresented in cfDNA and is therefore themater-
nally inherited allele.17–20

For NIPD of monogenic diseases to be routinely appli-
cable in clinical practice, it must be accurate, broadly
employable to different monogenic diseases, efficient (in
time and resources) in returning results, and cost effective.
Strategies that rely on whole-genome haplotyping of
the two parents21–23 are currently too expensive and too
analysis intensive to be broadly applicable in the clinic.
Furthermore, diagnosis should preferably be feasible
without requiring the presence of a proband,15,16,18,24,25

particularly in a society in which people increasingly have
knowledge about their disease carrier status and therefore
would want to apply NIPD to their first child. Thus,
methods for efficient targeted haplotyping of both parents,
combined with targeted deep sequencing of cfDNA, are
needed (Figure 1A).
To cost effectively acquire parental haplotypes for NIPD,

we implemented the recently developed targeted locus
amplification (TLA)26 method to perform haplotyping
specifically around genes of interest. Compared to existing
targeted haplotyping strategies, such as long-range PCR
or digital (droplet) PCR,27–29 the TLA technology better
enables phasing of dispersed blocks of heterozygous SNPs,
even when they are interrupted by long stretches of homo-
zygosity, and is capable of phasing many SNPs per set of
primers.26 cfDNA is then isolated frommaternal plasmadur-
ing pregnancy, enriched for fragments originating from the
locus of interest, and sequenced. The haplotype data along
with the cfDNA sequence reads are used to determinewhich
haplotypes have been inherited by the fetus. As a proof-
of-principle for this approach, we focused on the cystic
fibrosis transmembrane regulator (CFTR [MIM 602421])
locus, as severe loss-of-function mutations in CFTR are
known to cause cystic fibrosis (CF [MIM 219700]),30 and
the cytochrome P450 family 21 subfamily A polypeptide 2
(CYP21A2 [MIM: 613815]) locus, which can contain muta-
tions causal for congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH
[MIM: 201910]).31 To investigate the flexibility of our
method in additional monogenic diseases, we applied this
strategy to ten b-thalassemia (MIM: 613785)-risk families.

Material and Methods

Organoid and Cell Cultures
Leftover rectal biopsies isolated for diagnostic care were used to

generate organoid cultures, and informed consent was given for

organoid biobanking and the purpose of the study. Organoids

were cultured as described.32 IB3-1 cells were grown as adherent cul-

tures in LHC-8 medium (GIBCO) supplemented with 10% fetal

bovine serum and 1% P/S and negatively tested for the presence of

mycoplasma.

A

TLA

pHap1 pHap2

mHap1 mHap2

cfDNA

mHap1

mHap2

or

Fetal Fraction

Paternal allele

Maternal allele

Targeted sequencing

Haplotyping

TLA
Haplotyping

Cells

Cells
Plasma

B

Crosslinking Digestion in situ ligation

Inverse PCR Sequencing Phasing

Haplotype 1

Haplotype 2

Reverse crosslinks and isolate DNA

?

?or or or

Figure 1. Strategy for Monogenic Non-Invasive Prenatal
Diagnosis
(A) Summary of the MG-NIPD approach. Blood is isolated from
both parents and cells are used to TLA haplotype the disease locus.
Cell-free DNA is isolated from maternal plasma during pregnancy
and sequenced to analyze cell-free fetal DNA. Parental locus-
specific haplotypes are used to discern which combination of
parental alleles is overrepresented in cell-free DNA and therefore
inherited by the fetus.
(B) Targeted haplotyping by TLA. Crosslinking (blue ovals), diges-
tion, and proximity ligation primarily yields intra-chromosomal
ligation products. Ligation products containing a (viewpoint)
SNP of interest (yellow and green triangles) can be selectively
amplified by inverse PCR and sequenced. Variants ending up in
the same ligation product (indicated by blue and red triangles,
respectively) are assigned to the same allele (phasing).
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ARTICLE

Sensitive Monogenic Noninvasive
Prenatal Diagnosis by Targeted Haplotyping

Carlo Vermeulen,1 Geert Geeven,1 Elzo de Wit,1,12 Marjon J.A.M. Verstegen,1 Rumo P.M. Jansen,2

Melissa van Kranenburg,1 Ewart de Bruijn,2 Sara L. Pulit,2 Evelien Kruisselbrink,3 Zahra Shahsavari,4

Davood Omrani,5 Fatemeh Zeinali,6 Hossein Najmabadi,6 Theodora Katsila,7 Christina Vrettou,8

George P. Patrinos,7 Joanne Traeger-Synodinos,8 Erik Splinter,9 Jeffrey M. Beekman,3

Sima Kheradmand Kia,10 Gerard J. te Meerman,11 Hans Kristian Ploos van Amstel,2

and Wouter de Laat1,*

During pregnancy, cell-free DNA (cfDNA) in maternal blood encompasses a small percentage of cell-free fetal DNA (cffDNA), an easily

accessible source for determination of fetal disease status in risk families through non-invasive procedures. In case of monogenic heri-

table disease, backgroundmaternal cfDNA prohibits direct observation of thematernally inherited allele. Non-invasive prenatal diagnos-

tics (NIPD) of monogenic diseases therefore relies on parental haplotyping and statistical assessment of inherited alleles from cffDNA,

techniques currently unavailable for routine clinical practice. Here, we present monogenic NIPD (MG-NIPD), which requires a blood

sample from both parents, for targeted locus amplification (TLA)-based phasing of heterozygous variants selectively at a gene of interest.

Capture probes-based targeted sequencing of cfDNA from the pregnant mother and a tailored statistical analysis enables predicting fetal

gene inheritance. MG-NIPD was validated for 18 pregnancies, focusing on CFTR, CYP21A2, and HBB. In all cases we could predict the

inherited alleles with >98% confidence, even at relatively early stages (8 weeks) of pregnancy. This prediction and the accuracy of

parental haplotyping was confirmed by sequencing of fetal material obtained by parallel invasive procedures. MG-NIPD is a robust

method that requires standard instrumentation and can be implemented in any clinic to provide families carrying a severe monogenic

disease with a prenatal diagnostic test based on a simple blood draw.

Introduction

Fragmented DNA expelled by apoptotic cells into the
blood plasma is an easily accessible source of biomarkers
originating from non-self cells by virtue of their distinct
genetic composition. These can be cancer cells carrying a
rearranged or mutated genome1,2 or cells of fetal origin.3

During pregnancy, a fraction of the maternal cell-free
DNA (cfDNA) consists of cell-free fetal DNA.4,5 This fetal
fraction (FF) in maternal cfDNA has enabled non-invasive
prenatal testing (NIPT) for aneuploidy to enter routine
clinical practice.6,7 NIPT to detect trisomies is carried out
through deep sequencing of maternal cfDNA, followed
by a search for significant overrepresentation of fragments
originating from a particular chromosome. NIPT circum-
vents the (perceived) burden of invasive procedures
such as chorionic villus sampling (CVS) and amniocen-
tesis, each associated with a small increased risk of miscar-
riage.8–10 A similar non-invasive prenatal diagnosis (NIPD)
method based on a simple blood draw during pregnancy
would be highly beneficial for parents at risk of conceiving

a child with a severe monogenic disease. Such a diagnosis
would require an accurate assessment of fetal inheritance
of point mutations or small indels, but the relatively
low contribution of cffDNA to the pool of maternal
cfDNA (typically 2%–20%) complicates robust and unam-
biguous identification of both transmitted alleles through
NIPD.11,12

Determining the paternally inherited allele in maternal
cfDNA is straightforward when the father contributes
sequence variants not carried by the mother, as is often the
case. Detection of these variants implicitly uncovers the
paternally inherited allele.11,13,14 NIPD for paternally in-
herited risk alleles is already applied in clinical prac-
tice.11,15,16 Determining which maternal allele is inherited
bythe fetus is farmore challenging,however, since this allele
is genetically identical to one of thematernal alleles present
in the cfDNA. Identification of the maternally inherited
allele therefore requires accurate assessment of which of
the two alleles is overrepresented in the cfDNA due to both
fetal andmaternal contributionversus the allele contributed
only maternally. Directly linking the heterozygous SNPs in

1Hubrecht Institute-KNAW and University Medical Center Utrecht, Uppsalalaan 8, 3584 CT Utrecht, the Netherlands; 2Department of Medical Genetics,
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Hospital, University Medical Center Utrecht, Lundlaan 6, 3584 EA Utrecht, the Netherlands; 4Department of Laboratory Medicine, Faculty of Paramedical
Sciences, Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Arabi Ave, 19839-63113 Tehran, Iran; 5Department of Medical Genetics, School of Medicine,
Shahid Beheshti University of Medical Sciences, Arabi Ave, 1985717443 Tehran, Iran; 6Kariminejad-Najmabadi Pathology & Genetics Center, #2 Medical
Building, Sanat Sq., 14667-13713 Sharak Gharb, Tehran, Iran; 7Department of Pharmacy, University of Patras University Campus, 26504 Patras-Rio, Greece;
8Department of Medical Genetics, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens, Choremio Research Laboratory, ‘‘Aghia Sophia’’ Children’s Hospital,
11527 Athens, Greece; 9Cergentis B.V., Yalelaan 62, 3584 CM Utrecht, the Netherlands; 10Sara Medical Genetics Lab, Shariati St., Niam St., No 53, PO
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CONCEPT 
-targeted amplification of the locus (TLA)  
containaing the  
Known mutation 
-massive SNP sequencing of parents’ DNA 
-building HAPLOTYPE AND PHASING 
-allele-specific SNP haplotype   
-simulating expected haplotypes in the fetus     



RHDO	analysis	for	X-linked	disorders	
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SNP TLA Heat Map 

Figure 2. TLA Haplotyping of the CFTR Region
(A) TLA haplotyping results obtained from organoids derived from a CF carrier (GenBank: NM_000492.3; c.[1652_1654del];[¼]). TLA
sequence coverage (plotted in gray, trimmed at 2503) spanned a 710 kb chromosomal interval around the CFTR gene. Informative
SNPs in this region inform phasing to construct the c.1652_1654del (top, in red) and unaffected (i.e., wild-type, bottom, in blue) hap-
lotypes. Locations of TLA viewpoints used for this experiment are indicated by black triangles with extended dashed lines. For each
allele, the number of independently phased SNPs is shown as well as its total number of phased SNPs (which is based on the merge

(legend continued on next page)
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TLA haplotyping a CF carrier  mother. 

TLA: 710 kb chromosomal interval around the 
CFTR gene 
c.1652_1654del (top, in red) is DISEASe Phase 

Schematic representation of 
the 36 CFTR LTA haplotypes 
in the 9 families clustered per 
family.  
Blue reference allele  
Green variant 



Relative Haplotype Dosage 
(RHDO) 

•  Linkage based assay using SNPs 

•  Tracks inheritance of the mutated genes  

•  “phasing the SNPs” 

•  TLA  or capture regions  of interest using probe 

libraries 

•  Multiplexing of different disorders to reduce 

costs  



SMA	 SNPs	targeted:	3078 
Probe	coverage:	67%	

CF	
SNPs	targeted:	2951 
Probe	coverage:	79%	

Custom	built	SNP	libraries	
SNPs	targeted:	1802 
Probe	coverage:	69%	DMD/BMD	

CAH	 SNPs	targeted:	4174 
Probe	coverage:	64%	



Result	from	pregnancy	at	risk	of	DMD/
BMD	

Proband	
del	ex-45	

del	ex-45	

P	

Disorder:	Duchenne	muscular	dystrophy 
Mutation:	deletion	of	exon	45 
Reference	haplotype:	affected	male	sibling	
Gestation:	 	 	8	w	+	4	d 
Fetal	fraction:	 	 	9.24% 
SNPs	sequencing	depth:	 	48 
Informative	SNPs	used:	 	325 
SPRT	classifications:	 	12	for	/	11	rev	
Outcome:	AFFECTED ?	Affected	

del	ex-45	

Forward	

Reverse	
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Non-invasive prenatal diagnosis of Duchenne and Becker
muscular dystrophies by relative haplotype dosage†
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ABSTRACT
Objective Development of an accurate and affordable test for the non-invasive prenatal diagnosis of Duchenne and
Becker muscular dystrophies (DMD/BMD) to implement in clinical practice.

Method Cell-free DNA was extracted from maternal blood and prepared for massively parallel sequencing on an
Illumina MiSeq by targeted capture enrichment of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) across the dystrophin
gene on chromosome X. Sequencing data were analysed by relative haplotype dosage.

Results Seven healthy pregnant donors and two pregnant DMD carriers all bearing a male fetus were recruited
through the non-invasive prenatal diagnosis for single gene disorders study. Non-invasive prenatal diagnosis testing
was conducted by relative haplotype dosage analysis for X-linked disorders where the genomic DNA from the
chorionic villus sampling (for healthy pregnant donors) or from the proband (for pregnant DMD carriers) was used
to identify the reference haplotype. Results for all patients showed a test accuracy of 100%, when the calculated fetal
fraction was >4% and correlated with known outcomes. A recombination event was also detected in a DMD patient.

Conclusion Our new test for NIPD of DMD/BMD has been shown to be accurate and reliable during initial stages of
validation. It is also feasible for implementation into clinical service. © 2016 The Authors. Prenatal Diagnosis
published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

Funding sources: Funded by Health Innovation Challenge Fund (Department of Health and Welcome Trust). This publication presents independent research
commissioned by the Health Innovation Challenge Fund (HICF-R6-381), a parallel funding partnership between the Wellcome Trust and the Department of Health.
The views expressed in this publication are those of the author(s) and not necessarily those of the Wellcome Trust or the Department of Health. Research was
conducted at the West Midlands Regional Genetics Laboratory, part of Birmingham Women’s NHS Foundation Trust.
Conflicts of interest: None declared

INTRODUCTION
Since the discovery of cell-free fetal DNA (cffDNA) in maternal
plasma during pregnancy,1 many advances have been made in
the research for highly sensitive and reliable non-invasive
prenatal diagnostic (NIPD) tests.2 cffDNA is composed of small
fragments of extracellular DNA derived from the shedding of
placental trophoblasts3 and only accounts for around 10%
of cell-free DNA (cfDNA) circulating in the maternal
bloodstream.4,5 Therefore, the use of cffDNA in clinical
applications has been limited to the detection of paternally
inherited sequences6–10 and de novo mutations.11 However,
recent technological breakthroughs in the field of massively
parallel sequencing (MPS) have enabled the development of
clinical tests aimed at detecting fetal aneuploidies at early
gestational age.2,12–15 Further research has also been conducted
with the aim of developing NIPD tests for single gene disorders
(SGDs).16,17 Various proofs of principle studies have been

published on NIPD testing of β-thalassemia,18,19 congenital
adrenal hyperplasia (CAH)20,21 and Duchenne and Becker
muscular dystrophies (DMD/BMD)22 usingMPS.However, these
tests have not yet been translated into clinical practice because
of the elevated costs of high-throughput MPS.

As part of the non-invasive prenatal diagnosis for single gene
disorders (NIPSIGEN) project conducted at Birmingham
Women’s National Health Service (NHS) Foundation Trust
(UK), we aimed at developing an affordable NIPD test for
SGDs. After carefully considering various methods described
in previous studies,18,23 we decided to adopt the relative
haplotype dosage (RHDO) analysis developed by Lo and
colleagues.24 In 2010, Lo was able to construct a genome-wide
genetic map of the fetus frommaternal plasma DNA sequences
using RHDO24 and subsequently demonstrated how this could
be applied for NIPD of β-thalassemia19 and CAH.20 In a similar
manner, we were able to apply RHDO analysis for the non-

Prenatal Diagnosis 2016, 36, 312–320 © 2016 The Authors. Prenatal Diagnosis published by John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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NIPD fetal sexing (X-linked 
RDs) 

•  Fully validated and into routine testing 
•  Maternal blood sample from 7/9* weeks 

gestation  
•  Real Time PCR – SRY and CCR5 ( Y 

markers) 
•  Identifies the fetal sex only 

 



NON INVASIVE PRENATAL TEST 



NON INVASIVE PRENATAL TEST 



NON INVASIVE PRENATAL TEST 



NON INVASIVE PRENATAL TEST 



NON INVASIVE PRENATAL TEST 



NON INVASIVE PRENATAL TEST 



INFERTILITA’ 

FATTORE 
GENETICO 

FATTORE 
EPIDEMIOLOGI

CO 

FATTORE 
ORGANICO-

FUNZIONALE 

Patologie 
D o R 

Autosomi o 
cromosomi 

sex 

La WHO definisce infertilità  
l’assenza di concepimento dopo 12/24 mesi di rapporti 
mirati non protetti in una donna con meno di 35 anni; i 
mesi si riducono a 6 qualora l’età del partner femminile 
superi quella prima citata. 



Preimplantation	Genetic	Testing	(PGT)	

o  PGS, cioè Preimplantation Genetic Screening, punta in un ciclo di 
Procreazione Medicalmente Assistita (PMA) a minimizzare il rischio di 
insuccesso procreativo dato dallo sviluppo di anomalie cromosomiche 
nell’embrione, un evento de novo, non prevedibile ma stimabile in 
relazione alla “vecchiaia” dei gameti (e quindi dei partner)à IMPIANTO 
DI EMBRIONI CON CARIOTIPO NORMALE 

o  PGD, cioè Preimplantation Genetic Diagnosis, è un’analisi ideata per 
identificare e trasferire, tra gli embrioni prodotti in un ciclo di 
Procreazione Medicalmente Assistita, quelli non affetti da una patologia a 
trasmissione ereditaria, in coppie a elevato rischio riproduttivo.  

Procedura che permette di identificare in vitro 
un’embrione “sano” da trasferire in utero 



Centro di Procreazione Medicalmente Assistita 
dell’ospedale del Delta, presso Lagosanto (FE) 

 

•  Centro di PMA 
accreditato anche come 
II livello 

•  Collaborazione per 
l’analisi del cariotipo 
(aneuploidie) 
dell’embrione con la 
UO di Genetica Medica 
dell’Università degli 
studi di Ferrara 

Preimplantation	Genetic	Testing	(PGT)	



GENETICA e INFERTILITA’ 
MASCHILE 

ABERRAZIONI CROMOSOMICHE  

di numero (47, XXY)  

di struttura (microriarrangiamenti 
del cromosoma Y) 

3 

Mutazioni del gene CFTR 3a 

mutazioni esoniche o polimorfismi 
intronici 

3b 

2 

2  

1 
 



FIBROSI	CISTICA	E	FENOTIPI	

FENOTIPO 
CLASSICO DI FC 
(genotipo omozigote/
eterozigote composto) 

La fibrosi cistica è una patologia a trasmissione autosomica 
recessiva, definibile borderline come malattia rara, causata da 

mutazioni del gene CFTR  
(P.Phe508del la più comune).  •  7q 

•  27 esoni 
-  Patologia polmonare,  
-  Patologia del tratto gastro-

enterico 
-  INFERTILITÀ MASCHILE 

 

CFTR RELATED 
DISEASE 

(genotipo omozigote/
eterozigote composto 

per le ALTRE 
varianti) 

-  In genere compromissione di un solo organo  
-  Agenesia congenita bilaterale dei vasi deferenti 

(CBAVD) la più comune à INFERTILITA’ 
MASCHILE 

-  Eterozigosi composta (mutazione del gene CFTR 
associata a due polimorfismi intronici STR in 
trans) 

 



CORRELAZIONE GENOTIPO-FENOTIPO 
(CBAVD) 

Nell’introne 8 sono presenti due unità ripetute  
•  dinucleotide TG (che contiene dalle 10 alle 13 ripetizioni) 
•  mononucleotide T (che contiene dalle 5 alle 9 ripetizioni) 

Entrambe fanno parte della regione di consensus di splicing dell’esone 9 
 
In particolare, il numero di ripetizioni (TG)12(T)5 influenza lo splicing 
determinando una riduzione dell’incorporazione dell’esone 9 nel trascritto 
maturo. 
 
Si ottiene così una proteina incompleta e con un dominio non funzionale che 
rende in particolare le cellule epiteliali dei dotti deferenti “patologiche”, 
spiegando l’agenesia degli stessi. 



CROMOSOMA Y e 
MICRODELEZIONI  



STATISTICHE 

1 
SESSO 

MASCHI
LE 

2 

3 

Dato 
laboratoristico 
di azoospermia 
o oligospermia 

  

3 

4 

Pazienti in 
percorso di 
PMA  

ANALISI per 
mutazioni CFTR 
e/o MICRO-
RIARRANGIAME
NTI DELL’Y  



RISULTATI	DELL’ANALISI	DELLE	MICRODELEZIONI	
CROMOSOMA	Y		

AZFa	 AZFb	 AZFc	 %	di	
microdeleti	

Azoospermia	 70	 -	 -	 6	 8,5%	

Oligoastenosp
ermia	 2	 -	 -	 1	 50%	

Oligospermia	 12	 -	 -	 1	 8,3%	

Criptozoosper
mia	 2	 -	 -	 -	 -	

Generico	
infertilità	 27	 -	 -	 1	 3,7%	

TOT.	 113	 9	 7,9%	



RISULTATI	DELL’ANALISI	DELLE	DUPLICAZIONI	
CROMOSOMA	Y		

AZFa	 AZFb	 AZFc	 %	di	
duplicati	

Azoospermia	 70	 -	 -	 5	 7,1%	

Oligoastenosp
ermia	 2	 -	 -	 -	 -	

Oligospermia	 12	 -	 -	 2	 16,6%	

Criptozoosper
mia	 2	 -	 -	 -	 -	

Generico	
infertilità	 27	 -	 -	 4	 14,8%	

TOT.	 113	 11	 9,7%	



STATISTICHE		DATI:	GENE	CFTR	

*	 FIELD	et	al.	 STUPPIA	et	
al.	

RICCABONI	
et	al.	

FREQUENZA	
ETEROZIGOTI	 1	su	13,1	 1	su	21,5	 1	su	19,6	 1	su	26,6	

Frequenza portatore sano nella popolazione 
italiana  1 su 25-32  



CONCLUSIONI: GENE CFTR 

ü Il rischio residuo di FC nel nascituro in pazienti che intraprendono percorsi di 
PMA non risulta essere maggiore rispetto a quello atteso nella popolazione 
generale; non è giustificato quindi uno screening a tappeto su tale 
popolazione. 

 
ü L’analisi del gene CFTR (mutazioni e polimorfismo (TG)12(T)5) nel partner 

di sesso maschile può essere considerato uno strumento utile per la pratica 
clinica quando associato ad un referto ecografico di CBAVD; qualora questo 
manchi non ci sono dati a supporto che confermino la necessità di indagine 
del gene come emerso da questo studio;  

ü Dal 2017 l’analisi del gene CFTR in percorsi di PMA in assenza di un dato 
ecografico di agenesia dei dotti è stata esclusa dai Livelli Essenziali di 
Assistenza (LEA). 



CONCLUSIONI: MICRO-
RIARRANGIAMENTI DEL 

CROMOSOMA Y 
ü Conferma in modo inequivocabile della letteratura, che mostra 

come la maggior parte delle microdelezioni mappino nella 
regione AZFc e come queste siano principalmente associate ad un 
dato laboratoristico di azoospermia; 

 
ü Si è potuta apprezzare anche una percentuale non trascurabile di 

duplicazioni (9,7%); 
 
ü Utile per il futuro indagare sia in popolazioni di PMA che in 

quella generale il ruolo delle duplicazioni in tema di 
fisiopatologia della riproduzione.  


